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Chapter 651 

Haoting garden. 

Zeng Ni sat uneasily. Although she said that this place was not a luxury house or villa, she knew that this 

place was not cheap because it had more than 200 square meters and was still in such a prosperous 

area. 

The more she thought about it, the more she felt on pins and needles. Looking at the house, there were 

two people living here, one was Gu Yaoyao, the other was the male owner of the house. 

Gu Yaoyao poured a glass of juice to Zeng Ni, "elder sister, drink something first." 

"Yao Yao, you don't want to tell me the truth. In your case, it's impossible to live here. " Zeng Ni's only 

worry is that Gu Yaoyao is being threatened. 

Gu Yaoyao looked at the time and thought that Yu xiheng should be back almost. 

"Sister, wait a little longer." 

Just as he was speaking, he heard the sound of opening the door. 

Gu Yaoyao immediately ran over, "a Xun, you are back." 

Huo yunxun nodded with a smile and reached for Gu Yaoyao's hair. "Don't be nervous." 

Gu Yaoyao smiles. As long as Huo yunxun comes back, she will be at ease. Then he whispered, "don't be 

so serious for a while. Sister Zeng Ni is also a good friend of mine 

Huo yunxun touched Gu Yaoyao's head, "good." 

Seeing Huo yunxun pulling Gu Yaoyao's hand in, Zeng Ni was stunned. This man is really not an ordinary 

man. His temperament is different from that of ordinary men. It's just noble. 

And this man is not the old man in his imagination, not only has a beautiful face that can be called no 

dead corner, mature and stable, it is simply the dragon in the man! 

What's more, it's rare that this man looks very fond of Gu Yaoyao. 

"Miss Zeng, please have a seat." Huo yunxun made a gesture of invitation. 

Zenny was stiff, whether she wanted to sit or not. 

"You are..." This is the only thing zenny asked. The man looks familiar. 

Huo yunxun introduced herself politely to Zeng Ni. "I'm Huo yunxun." 

"What!" What does this name mean? No one in city a does not know. Zeng Ni mechanically turned her 

head and looked at Gu Yaoyao. She actually had a relationship with Huo yunxun? This relationship is not 

ordinary! 

Huo yunxun turned to Gu Yaoyao gently and said, "pour me a glass of water!" 
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"Good!" Gu Yaoyao smiles and happily goes to pour water for Huo yunxun. 

Huo yunxun asked Zeng Ni to sit down again. "Miss Zeng, don't be nervous." 

"Are you Huo yunxun of HD?" 

"Can it be fake? I don't think anyone's going to take it seriously. " 

Zenny took a sip of water, too! Such domineering words can only be said by the Huo family. 

"Huo Shao, I dare to ask you that you and Yao Yao are..." 

"Yao Yao didn't tell you?" 

Zeng Ni thought that if Gu Yaoyao said it, how could she ask! And Gu Yaoyao that girl, but did not say a 

word. This is obviously protecting Huo yunxun. 

"I want to come to Yao Yao for my sake, I didn't say that." Huo yunxun took a look at the direction of the 

kitchen. 

Zeng Ni also dare not speak, she has not yet from Huo yunxun's identity to relax God, in the heart is still 

thinking about the relationship between the two. 

Thank you Huo yunxun watched Gu Yaoyao pour himself a cup of ginseng tea. 

"You're welcome." Gu Yaoyao replied. 

Huo yunxun stretched out his hand and took Gu Yaoyao to sit down. "It's hard." 

"No hard work, and I didn't do anything." Gu Yaoyao has a smile on her face. 

This is the first time she saw Gu Yaoyao with a shy and sweet face. Usually Gu Yao Yao is independent 

and self-improvement, sometimes just like a woman. 

At this time, she can be such a bird to stay in Huo yunxun's side, which is also a spectacle! Looking at 

two people is the relationship between lovers, but Huo yunxun and Gu Yaoyao said they didn't know 

each other before? How did it happen all of a sudden? 

"You..." 

"Miss Zeng, I want to tell you something when I let you home today, and I don't think I will betray Yao 

Yao with Miss Zeng's professional ethics." 

Zeng Ni's heart cluttered for a moment, feeling pressure on Huo yunxun's hat. 

"Yes. I know that very well. " Zenny nodded. 

The other party is Huo yunxun. If you really want to do something, you should also weigh your own 

ability. 

"Yao Yao and I are married." 

The news like a bomb, suddenly exploded in zenny's heart! And it's amazing! She was stunned and 

forgot how to react for a while. 



Zeng Ni looks at the two people in front of her, Huo yunxun and Gu Yaoyao, married?! Gu Yaoyao and 

Huo yunxun are married! 

"What is the situation?" Zenny murmured to herself. They're going to get married! It's hard to believe it. 

How can it be! 

Huo yunxun continued: "because of the identity of Yao Yao and I, we are not going to make it public to 

the public for the time being. Miss Zeng, as Yao Yao's agent, you are also her relative. Yao Yao called 

your sister all the time, so I decided to tell you about it. "Zeng Ni has a look at Gu Yaoyao, but she still 

doesn't believe it. "Thank you for your trust." 

"You are welcome, Miss Zeng!" Huo yunxun's tone is relaxed. 

However, Zeng Ni is sitting here under great pressure. If Gu Yaoyao doesn't sing, she has already made a 

great success! This luck really broke out, and quietly married Huo yunxun! 

Of course, she has no right to interfere with more specific matters. Although there are still many 

questions in my heart, now these questions are rotten in my stomach. 

Now she is under the eyes of Huo yunxun. In order to make herself live longer, she can't be too busy! 

"Now that I know the situation, I won't disturb you." 

Huo yunxun nodded, "I let someone send you?" 

"Don't bother, Huo Shao. I've come by car. " 

"Good." Huo yunxun naturally will not force. 

Seeing Zeng Ni off, Huo yunxun secretly orders ah Jin to let people follow Zeng Ni. He can't rest assured 

of zenny yet, so he needs to be careful. 

Gu Yaoyao doesn't know about all this, and he won't let Gu Yaoyao know. I hope zenny can be trusted, 

or he will consider changing Gu Yaoyao to a new company and a new agent. 

"Ah Hoon!" 

Huo yunxun raised his head and saw Gu Yaoyao holding out half of his head at the door of his study. 

"Something?" 

"It's nothing." Gu Yaoyao replied that she wanted to show Huo yunxun the photos she had taken today. 

Huo yunxun waved to Gu Yaoyao and let her enter the study. 

"Say it 

"I went to shoot today and came back with some pictures to show you." 

Huo yunxun took the initiative to reach out, "OK, I see." 

With a red face, Gu Yaoyao handed Huo yunxun some photos in her hand. "There are only a few of 

them, which are specially given to me by the chief editor." 



When Huo yunxun saw the picture of Gu Yaoyao, there was a flash of surprise in his eyes. Gu Yaoyao in 

the film was really different. 

Chapter 652 

Seeing huoyunxun has never spoken, Gu Yaoyao has some tension in his heart. 

Will huoyunxun feel bad? The image in this picture is much worse than that of the ordinary self. 

"Don't you think it's not good?" Gu Yao Yao has no bottom in his heart, worried that huoyunxun can not 

accept such a self. 

Huoyunxun shook his head. "No! But looking at the picture of you, there is only one problem, beautiful! 

" 

By huoyunxun such praise, Gu Yao Yao eyes flashing pink light. 

"Will not be strange?" Although praise is heard, it is still necessary to make further determination. 

Huoyunxun holds guyaoyao's hand, "no! I feel good as long as it's you. " 

Gu Yao Yao heart is very happy, huoyunxun's words let him full of motivation, thinking about next time 

must do better. 

"All of this for me?" For the first time, huoyunxun asked for something from others. 

"Mm-hmm!" Gu Yaoyao nodded. She was also trying to let huoyunxun pick, if he does not like, then he 

will stay. 

Huoyunxun's eyes fell on the photo again, "when will this magazine be published?" 

"I didn't ask about this." Gu Yao Yao did not get used to it. She would not talk to her every time she 

finished her work. 

Huoyunxun does not intend to continue to ask, these things he can let people to check out to know. 

"What do you want to eat at night?" 

Gu Yaoyao thought, "I will eat whatever you do." 

"It's really rude." Huoyunxun knocked at Gu Yao Yao's head gently. "Go to the fridge and see what you 

want." 

"OK." Gu Yao Yao ran to the study happily. 

Huoyunxun smiled and looked at several pictures in his hand again. Then put the picture in the drawer. I 

took one of them and put it in my wallet. 

He would not have done such a thing before, but now it is so natural, even no sense of violation. 

Huoyunxun's mobile phone vibrated, and saw the warm information from huoyun, as well as photos. His 

mouth slightly raised. 

"Look, who is this?" 
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"This is your sister-in-law." Huoyunxun replied quickly. And he has seen it in advance. 

Huoyunwarm actively invites the meritories. "This time, I recommended to him Yun. He Yun was not 

satisfied with my sister-in-law!" 

Huoyunxun can not help but have a few more desirable colors, "want to reward?" 

"I mean to give a red bag all the time." 

Huoyunxun this time, but not stingy, a red bag means, directly turned to 100, 000 to huoyun warm. 

"Wow! This red bag is so big! " Huoyunwarm was also shocked. "The first time I was so generous, I was 

different with my sister-in-law!" 

"Be nice to your sister-in-law." 

"Of course! I'll cover all the Huo family. " Huoyunwarm replied, "yes, I have a message. He Yun said Lu 

Yichuan saw her sister-in-law, and would soon let her try a play. The man decided that it was Xia Yunzhe. 

" 

Huoyunxun's smile slowly disappeared, and he squinted. Is this really about Xia Yunzhe? 

"Well." Simply reply to a word, put down the phone. 

Huoyunxun stood up and walked out of the study. He went to the kitchen and saw Gu Yao Yao squatting 

underground. 

"What's wrong?" 

By huoyunxun such a question, Gu Yao Yao accidentally by glass fragments cut to the finger. 

"Hissing..." 

Huoyunxun hurried to the front, a mouth containing Gu Yao Yao bleeding fingers. 

Gu Yao Yao stared round at huoyunxun, he would not feel so unhealthy? 

"Don't move these." After that, huoyunxun pulled guyaoyao out of the kitchen. 𝗇𝒐𝒱𝞮𝐋𝓊𝐒𝔅.𝑪𝗈𝓂 

Gu Yao Yao looks at huoyunxun who is seriously disinfecting himself. "I broke your cup carelessly just 

now." 

"It's important that people are OK." 

Huoyunxun looked at the wound on his finger carefully, but it was not very deep. He gently pasted a 

band aid to Gu Yao Yao. 

"Don't touch water first." 

"Well." Gu Yaoyao nodded, but actually cut it, and there was no big deal at all. But seeing huoyunxun so 

nervous himself, Gu Yao Yao's heart felt heartless. 

Gu Yao Yao reached for huoyunxun's hand. "I think I've been lucky to meet you, Hoon." 

"That's for sure." Huoyunxun is not modest. 



After dinner, Gu Yao Yao received a call from Zeng Ni saying that she was asked to try the play. 

Gu Yao Yao has heard of the play, but he never thought that he would have such an opportunity. And try 

the heroine! It's really good luck?! 

"Yao Yao!" 

Hearing huoyunxun calling himself, Gu Yaoyao immediately went out of the room. Seeing huoyunxun 

just after bathing, she ran over and held huoyunxun for a while. 

"I'm going to try a big production woman tomorrow!" Gu Yaoyao said excitedly.Huo yunxun holds Gu 

Yaoyao, worried that she will fall down. 

"You see, I said it's good luck to meet you!" Gu Yaoyao looks happy. 

Huo yunxun put his head against Gu Yaoyao's forehead. "Why don't you say it's fate that makes us 

meet?" 

"Do you believe in fate?" Gu Yaoyao felt that these two words were not true from Huo yunxun's words. 

"And you?" 

Gu Yaoyao wants to nod, but fate has not treated him favorably. 

Seeing that Gu Yaoyao didn't speak, Huo yunxun had some doubts about how his mood changed. 

"What do you think?" 

"Miss you!" Gu Yaoyao replied. 

Huo yunxun because of this sentence, the whole person is a little bit floating. "I like that answer." 

As soon as the words fell, Huo yunxun suddenly kisses Gu Yaoyao. He holds Gu Yaoyao forward, and 

then he puts her against the wall. 

Gu Yaoyao throws away all her reserve, hugs Huo yunxun and kisses her. Who makes her have no 

resistance to this man! She even thinks about what will happen next. If the object is Huo yunxun, she 

will feel that she is a happy woman! 

Huo yunxun did not do the final, in his own self-control on the verge of collapse, he brake in time. 

He gasped against Gu Yaoyao's forehead, and Gu Yaoyao's heart almost jumped out. Her face was 

flushed. 

Huo yunxun sees such Gu Yaoyao, he really wants her to swallow into his stomach. But he wanted to 

respect Gu Yaoyao's meaning, and had said before that he would not force her. 

Huo yunxun suddenly had a strong sense that he wanted to take care of Yao Yao's people as well as his 

heart! 

Huo yunxun also felt incredible because of this sudden consciousness. 

"Yao Yao..." Huo yunxun's voice is hoarse. 



"Well?" Gu Yaoyao hasn't completely recovered from the red and heart beating things just now. 

Huo yunxun once again bowed his head and kissed Gu Yaoyao. He couldn't control his behavior. 

Gu Yaoyao takes the initiative to respond to Huo yunxun's kiss. She likes Huo yunxun very much. At this 

time, she doesn't want to be with him. 

Chapter 653 

The next day. 

Zeng Ni drives to pick up Gu Yaoyao for an audition and looks at Gu Yaoyao, who is full of spring breeze. 

Zenny couldn't help laughing. "It seems that with the moisture of love, the whole person is different." 

Gu Yaoyao was embarrassed to touch her face. The girl on her face was shy. 

"Yes! Gu Yaoyao, you really have the ability to marry Huo yunxun! What is Huo yunxun? If you burn high 

incense in your last life, you will meet Huo yunxun in this life. " 

"Sister, don't laugh at me." 

"You didn't know each other until the last live broadcast. And now tell me you're married! Who will 

believe it 

"Fate! It's just like meeting the right person. " 

"Tut Tut, that's a good line." Said zenny enviously. "Remember to take care of my sister more in the 

future." 

"I need my sister's care." Gu Yaoyao replied. 

Zeng Ni shook her head. "As long as you serve the Buddha well, don't mention taking care of it. It's really 

money rolling in." 

"What do you mean?" 

"Play dumb for me at this time?" Asked zenny. Gu Yaoyao's resources suddenly become so good, is it not 

Huo yunxun who is boosting the flames? As long as Huo yunxun opens his mouth, Gu Yaoyao wants 

nothing. 

Gu Yaoyao from Zeng Ni's eyes to see her meaning, she quickly explained: "sister, you misunderstood!" 

"I misunderstood? Does Huo Shao help you 

"Really not." Gu Yaoyao said seriously. "When we get married, we say it! I have to rely on my own 

efforts, a Xun also agreed! These times, it really has nothing to do with him. If he really wants to help 

me, do I still need to go to the interview? " 

Zenny heard that there was something in it. Huo yunxun opened his mouth, but it was amazing! Many 

opportunities will take the initiative to find the door, and Gu Yaoyao certainly will not continue to stay in 

such a small company. 
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How can Huo yunxun arrange a large company like Xia Yunzhe, equipped with gold brokers and 

assistants, there must be several! But now Gu Yaoyao still follows her. 

"It may really be your luck! You have to work hard! If you can win this TV series, you will have a chance 

to be popular! I inquired, Xia Yunzhe is the man 

Gu Yaoyao is a little nervous. After all, she knows her relationship with Xia Yunzhe, but others, including 

Xia Yunzhe, are not clear about it. The scandal finally stopped. If you continue to play in the TV series, 

will there be any more accidents? 

Gu Yaoyao is worried about Huo yunxun, and what the Huo family will think of themselves! 

"I thought you had a play with Xia Yunzhe before, but you chose the best one directly!" 

"Sister, you can't say nothing about it." Gu Yaoyao reminds Zeng Ni. 

"I see! How dare I provoke you Zeng Ni automatically shut up and did not mention Huo yunxun. 

To Lu Yichuan's studio, Gu Yaoyao immediately audition. 

Zenny was waiting at the door, still worried. This opportunity, of course, she thought Gu Yaoyao could 

seize it! 

While waiting, Zeng Ni's mobile phone rang, and Yu Zhenyu just called. 

"Zenny! Your Yao Yao passed the interview. I'll arrange for you to come and shoot the posters tomorrow 

Zenny's eyes brightened. "Really?" 

"Is there still a fake?" Yu said with a smile. "Yao Yao's appearance is good in all aspects. This time she's 

with Xia Yunzhe. " 

This is another surprise news for zenny. "Xia Yunzhe?" 

"Yes, are you really in love with Xia Yunzhe?" Yu Zhenyu asked with a face full of gossip. 

Zeng Ni thought of Huo yunxun, but she didn't dare to talk. "No way! Yao Yao just started. Of course, 

they don't think about it. " 

"So it's Xia Yunzhe who is launching a pursuit offensive." Yu said. "This summer young master wants to 

join Yao Yao in the roll call. If not, he won't take part." 

Zenny smiles with her. "Just chatting friends!" 

"It's a long time to go. It's a long way to go, isn't it?" Yu Zhenyu answered. 

But the cold sweat on zenny's forehead has been coming out. If Huo yunxun hears this, it will be a big 

trouble. 

"Ha ha." Zenny laughed a few times. 

Zenny sat down, relieved, and worried that she would say something wrong. 



The door of the office opens and Gu Yaoyao and Lu Yichuan come out together. Zenny stood up 

immediately. "How's it going?" 

"Sign up later!" 

Zeng Ni was shocked one after another, and the good news came in waves after another. Gu Yaoyao is 

now like an open door, and everything is developing in a good direction. 

"Thank you, director Lu!" 

"Happy cooperation!" 

"Happy cooperation!" Zeng Ni quickly shook hands with Lu Yichuan. 

After signing the contract, Zeng Ni immediately called the leader of the company to report. Gu Yaoyao 

also told Huo yunxun the news.Huo yunxun did not reply, but called directly. 

"Congratulations!" 

"Ahun, I'll treat you to dinner in the evening." Gu Yaoyao wants to thank Huo yunxun for his support. 

"Good." 

Gu Yaoyao heard Huo yunxun promise, in the heart is more happy, "then I will send you the address 

later." 

"I'll pick you up?" 

"No, my sister and I are going back to the company together." Gu Yaoyao replied. 

"Be careful yourself." 

"I see." 

Huo yunxun sends down the mobile phone, on the face is difficult to hide the smile. And Qiao Wei, who 

sits opposite Huo yunxun, is very pleased. It's rare to see his son show such an expression. Gu Yaoyao 

has a lot of credit. 

"So happy?" Qiao Wei looks at Huo yunxun and says. 

Huo yunxun did not answer, but kept looking down at the document. 

"Well, now I'm not attractive as a mother!" Qiao Wei sighed. "Wife is good!" 

Huo yunxun pause a little, "if you let dad hear this, he will be angry." 

"Not your dad." Qiao Wei refutes. "When will you bring Yao Yao home?" 

"She's been busy lately." 

Qiao Weicai doesn't care about this, "I am a mother-in-law, I want to see my daughter-in-law, but I have 

to wait in line?" 

"The nature of her work is different. Mom should be more considerate." 



Jovi was not satisfied. "You've been married for a while, and it's time to take it home! No parents have 

never seen their daughter-in-law! You don't make it public. Your dad and I agreed. Is it so difficult to 

have a meal together? " 

"That's not what we mean." Huo yunxun looked at Qiao Wei and said. 

"Take it home for dinner Qiao Wei strongly demanded. "This time you have to listen to me!" 

"Mom, isn't that a problem for me?" 

Qiao Weicai doesn't care if Huo yunxun is not embarrassed. Anyway, she has already expressed her 

attitude! 

"Come home for dinner at night!" And Jovi stood up. "You don't want to find any more excuses! I'll go 

home and prepare until you come. " 

Huo yunxun sighs, really is to take this mother to have no way. He picked up the mobile phone and told 

Gu Yaoyao the news. 

Chapter 654 

Gu Yaoyao followed Zeng Ni back to the company, but this time she found that everyone looked at 

themselves differently. 

Of course, there is envy, jealousy, all kinds of eyes interweave together, which makes Gu Yaoyao a little 

unaccustomed. 

"Oh, isn't this a little younger martial sister?" She is Gu Yaoyao's senior sister and a sister of the 

company, Zhao Meiyun. 

"Hello, elder martial sister." Gu Yaoyao said hello politely. 

Zhao Meiyun smiles, but the smile is a fake smile, "I heard you're going to show and film with Xia 

Yunzhe? Not bad! In such a short period of time to create a miracle of the company, very good 

"Thank you for your praise." Gu Yaoyao kept her smile. 

"Don't thank me, this is also the glory of the company, come on together in the future!" 

"I have to learn more from my elder martial sister." 

Zhao Meiyun squints at Gu Yaoyao, thinking of the ugly duckling in the old tubulaji, but he is on the top. 

Look at it, it looks ok. 

Hum, maybe it's Xia Yunzhe's thigh that makes him go up. 

"You don't have to study. This private as long as coax the man, want what not. Unlike those of us who 

have no backstage, we can only move forward one step at a time. " 

Gu Yaoyao's face gradually darkened, and of course, she had a good idea of Zhao Meiyun's sarcasm. But 

she told herself to bear with it, this is the company after all. 

Zeng Ni couldn't look down. "Sister Meiyun, we are going to see Mr. Liu now." 
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"Great! As expected, he is a man flying immortal, and the chicken and dog also get the Tao together. " 

Zhao Meiyun's voice was very loud. The dissatisfaction and ridicule were so clear that all the people 

present could hear clearly. 

Zeng Ni's heart is oppressed. If she can, she really wants to move Huo yunxun out. Where does she need 

Zhao Meiyun's cowardice! But she can't recruit Gu Yaoyao now. 

It's not easy to have such an opportunity. There must be no problem! 

"What's going on?" Liu Yongjiang walked out of his office. "They are all from our own family!" 

Zhao Meiyun saw Liu Yongjiang come out, hummed and left the company on high heels. Now Gu Yaoyao 

has become Liu Yongjiang's red card, but she can't continue to talk nonsense, otherwise her own work 

will not be without. 

Seeing Zhao Meiyun go, Liu Yongjiang changed a smiling face. 

"Yao Yao is back. The interview in the morning was hard! This time you really give the company a long 

face. Come on, let's talk in the office. " 

Zeng Ni saw such a picture, there is also unspeakable relief in her heart. 

What Liu Yongjiang thought of Gu Yaoyao and himself at the beginning was like being sent to a cold 

palace. This time, if no one in the company is willing to pick up that minor supporting role, it is Gu 

Yaoyao's turn. 

I didn't expect Gu Yaoyao to be favored. The TV series has not been on. The variety show and the new 

drama have been confirmed! This is also the first example of the company, otherwise who will believe it! 

Liu Yongjiang is also a profit-making man. He has been holding Zhao Meiyun before. Now when he sees 

Gu Yaoyao get up, he has a flattering face. It's disgusting to look at it. 

Gu Yaoyao kept a polite and distant attitude towards Liu Yongjiang. She also knew what Liu was like. 

"Yao Yao, I didn't look at you at all. I thought you would be red. You see, a small role can make you take 

such a good resource. " 

"Thanks to the cultivation of the company. Or I'm not today. " 

Hearing this, Liu Yongjiang said, "he is really a sensible child. In the future, the company will attach 

importance to you. This time, you will never have worries about your future when you go to the 

program. You can go safely. " 

"Thank you, Mr. Liu!" 

"The root is right, the seedling is red, and the future is bright!" 

Just out of Liu Yongjiang's office, Gu Yaoyao sees the phone ring. 

Her face immediately showed a brilliant smile, Zeng Ni knew it was Huo yunxun's phone. She took Gu 

Yaoyao by the hand. "Come to my office." 



Gu Yaoyao understood Zeng Ni's meaning and did not answer Huo yunxun's call. 

After entering the office, zenny actively closed the door and the shutters were to be pulled up. Sure 

there's no problem. She puts on her headphones and turns on the music. He gestured to Gu Yaoyao to 

help himself. 

Gu Yaoyao is very grateful to Zeng Ni for her care and consideration. She raises her finger to show her 

heart. 

Zeng Ni closed her eyes and leaned back on her chair to listen to music. It was rare for her to enjoy such 

comfort. 

Gu Yaoyao calls Huo yunxun, and Huo yunxun picks it up. 

"Finished?" 

"Well!" Gu Yaoyao nods. "I haven't decided where to eat yet?" 

"Don't go." 

Gu Yaoyao's smile was put away bit by bit, "what's the matter?" 

"Mom just came to the company and said she would take you home for dinner today." 

Gu Yaoyao's heart was flustered and her eyes were at a loss. Although I wanted to visit the house first, I 

never did. Think about this is also very should not! 

"Isn't mom angry?""It looks a little angry." Huo yunxun replied truthfully. 

Gu Yaoyao is even more flustered. It is said that the relationship between mother-in-law and daughter-

in-law is a big problem. If this is not done well, his future life will not be easy! 

"If you don't finish your work, I'll tell mom to have some time." 

Gu Yaoyao had no idea, but subconsciously felt that it could not be postponed. "No, it's all right with 

me." 

"I'll pick you up?" 

Gu Yaoyao thought about the distance between HD and the company, but refused. "Ah Xun, I have to go 

home and change my clothes. Then I have to prepare presents for mom and dad 

"Don't worry!" Huo yunxun comforts Gu Yaoyao. 

"How can we not be in a hurry! These are things we should have done first. Now my mother has made a 

request, and I'm sure there is something wrong with it! " 

Gu Yaoyao can't watch a lot of family ethics TV dramas. When she thinks of the pictures that will 

happen, her scalp becomes numb! 

"Wait for me at home." 

"Good!" 



After the call, Gu Yaoyao picked up her bag and looked in a hurry. 

"Sister, I have something to go first." 

Zeng Ni took off the earphone. She was still a sweet honey just now. How could she suddenly become so 

anxious. 

"What's the matter?" 

"I'll go home first." Gu Yaoyao wanted to go after saying that. 

Zenny came forward and pulled her, "what's the hurry! Go out slowly, or you'll let people outside see 

jokes. From now on, you should learn to be happy and angry. Do you understand? " 

Gu Yaoyao nodded. She took a deep breath to calm herself down. 

"What's the matter? Tell me? " 

"I'm going to see my parents today." 

Zenny's eyes were wide and round! You won't tell me you haven't met his parents since you married 

Huo Shao? " 

"Well." 

"You have a lot of guts." Zeng Ni raised her thumb and said, "Huo Shao's parents are not small people! I 

admire your courage 

Gu Yaoyao lowered her head. "I was busy some time ago, so a Xun has been dragging." 

Zeng Ni came forward and patted Gu Yaoyao on the shoulder. "Seek your own fortune!" 

Chapter 655 

"Sister!" Gu Yaoyao stamped her feet anxiously. 

She is not in a hurry now, and she still says such things to herself. 

Zenny laughed. "Not in a hurry? I'll take you back? In case you have to take a taxi back later. You can also 

think about how to please your mother-in-law. That's the big problem. " 

"Good!" 

Zeng Ni drives Gu Yaoyao back to Haoting garden. 

"Do well. And don't forget there's work tomorrow. " Zeng Ni did not forget to explain. 

Gu Yaoyao nodded and ran to the elevator on her high heels. Gasping for breath, she opened the door 

with the key and went straight to the room to open the closet. Standing in front of the wardrobe, a 

blank face, do not know what to wear. 

The color must not be bright, but it can't be too plain. 

Gu Yaoyao took a few sets of skirts to show off. After thinking about it, she said it would be better to 

wear pants. 
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At this time, Huo yunxun came back. 

After seeing Gu Yaoyao's bag put on the sofa, there is no shadow. 

"Yao Yao!" 

Gu Yaoyao is trying on clothes. When she hears Huo yunxun's voice, the zipper on her hand suddenly 

fails! It's stuck in the back half way. 

What a shame! 

Gu Yaoyao wants to continue to pull up, but can not pull. Listening to Huo yunxun's step closer and 

closer, the whole heart thumping up. 

At the moment Huo yunxun walked into the door, Gu Yaoyao immediately turned around. 

"I I'm changing. " Gu Yaoyao's voice was shaking. 

Huo yunxun took a look and saw the skirt on Gu Yaoyao. 

"It's like..." Before Huo yunxun finished a word, he saw the unnatural on Gu Yaoyao's face. 

He strode forward. "What's the matter?" 

"Just It is... " 

Huo Yun immediately understood, he reached out to pull Gu Yaoyao over. Seeing the zipper stuck in his 

hair, he gently pulled it open. 

"Does it hurt?" 

"No!" Gu Yaoyao lowered her head and did not dare to see Huo yunxun, but she did not notice Huo 

yunxun's expression. 

Huo yunxun looked at Gu Yaoyao's beautiful back, snow-white skin, and the beautiful butterfly bone. 

None of them was stimulating his eyes. His eyes narrowed slightly. He zipped it up at once, or he was 

afraid he would be out of control. 

"All right." Huo yunxun opened his mouth. As soon as Gu Yaoyao was about to leave, Huo yunxun 

stretched out his long arm and held her in his arms. 

Gu Yaoyao's back was in Huo yunxun's arms. Her face turned red and her hands did not know where to 

put them. 

"That..." 

Huo yunxun hugged Gu Yaoyao with both hands. He lowered his head and put his chin on Gu Yaoyao's 

hair. Close your eyes, not loud, but with a deadly sensibility, "just stay like this for a while." 

Gu Yaoyao dare not move because she can feel Huo yunxun's physical changes. 

In a few minutes. 

"I'll take a shower." 



Gu Yaoyao heard Huo yunxun's voice from the top of her head, she nodded slightly. 

After a while, Huo yunxun let go of Gu Yaoyao and walked into the bathroom with the fastest speed. 

Gu Yaoyao looks back and sees that the bathroom door has been closed, and then hears the sound of 

water. Her hands clenched, her eyes full of moving. Such a man, if she could, didn't want to give up to 

other women. 

Gu Yaoyao looked at herself in the mirror and finally changed her skirt. This is a bit of an exaggeration. 

Gu Yaoyao finally chose a chiffon skirt, which was composed of several light colors. She neither 

competed for each other's colors nor felt monotonous. It gave people a fresh and elegant feeling. 

Gu Yaoyao sat down in front of the dressing table and simply made up her hair. 

Huo yunxun came out of the bath and saw Gu Yaoyao ready to comb her hair in the mirror. Huo yunxun 

was satisfied with Gu Yaoyao's dress. She looks very nice like this! 

"Leave your hair there." 

"That looks good?" 

Huo yunxun nodded, "simple, no need to be nervous." 

"Is there anything dad and mom don't like?" Gu Yaoyao turns to ask Huo yunxun. 

Huo yunxun could feel Gu Yaoyao's nervousness. He went to Gu Yaoyao's back and put his hands gently 

on her shoulder. 

"You live with me, don't think too much." 

"But it doesn't make a bad impression on mom and dad." Gu Yaoyao reached for Huo yunxun's hand. 

Huo yunxun felt that Gu Yaoyao attached great importance to his parents. He bowed his head and gave 

Gu Yaoyao a kiss on his face. "Relax when I'm here. Father and mother are very easy to get along with. 

They will love you 

"Really?" Gu Yaoyao's heart is still bottomless. 

"Well, it's about time we started." 

Huo yunxun chose a casual dress and looked at it carefully. It matched Gu Yaoyao's skirt. 

It is customary for Huo yunxun to wear a suit all the time. Suddenly, seeing this, Gu Yaoyao has another 

feeling. This makes him feel more approachable and relaxed, not so serious as usual."Still in a daze?" 

Gu Yaoyao regained consciousness and immediately stepped forward. 

"I want to go shopping later. I didn't prepare a gift today. " 

"They don't want anything." Huo yunxun replied. It means you don't have to buy it. 

Gu Yaoyao directly shook her head. "It's not polite to go empty handed." 

Huo yunxun did not argue with Gu Yaoyao. Instead, it was up to her to decide. 



Gu Yaoyao is picking up fruit in a fruit store while Huo yunxun is waiting with his basket. 

The people who walked into the shop looked at the golden girl in front of them, and the beauty killed 

the whole audience. What's more, seeing the couple's feelings is very good. Everything has business and 

quantity. 

Gu Yaoyao is actually asking Huo Dongyang, Qiao Wei and Huo yunnuan what fruits they like to eat, and 

then buy some in the past. 

Huo yunxun's mobile phone rings and looks at Qiao Wei's phone. 

"Mom 

"Have you come back? Your father and I have already cooked dinner. " Qiao Wei asked directly. 

Huo yunxun looks at Gu Yaoyao, who is paying the bill. He quickly goes forward to get the money. Gu 

Yaoyao holds his hand. This time she wants to pay by herself. 

"Why not answer? Do you hear me? " 

Huo yunxun looked at the hand he was holding by Gu Yaoyao. His eyes were spoiled, so he didn't stop 

him again. Just like this, I watched Gu Yaoyao pay with her mobile phone, and then said to the boss that 

the package was good. 

"Huo yunxun!" At the other end of the phone, Qiao Wei called again. 

"Yes. We're in the fruit store at the gate of the community. " Huo yunxun then answered Qiao Wei. 

"Really?" 

Huo yunxun said. "Yao Yao insisted on buying fruit for you and dad." 

At the other end of the phone, Qiao Wei began to laugh. "Well, we'll wait for your dinner." 

"Well, hang up." 

Gu Yaoyao sees that the boss has packed the fruit basket. She wants to carry it, but her other hand has 

already been lifted. 

Gu Yaoyao looks at Huo yunxun and smiles. Thank you 

"Let's go!" 

Huo yunxun with a fruit basket in one hand and Gu Yaoyao in the other hand walked out of the fruit 

shop. 

Chapter 656 

Huo yunxun parking car in the community parking lot, did not drive to the villa door. 

Two people slowly hand in hand to go forward together, such a picture is also a kind of romance. 

As the sun sets, the two shadows stretch very long, and the two shadows on the ground overlap 

together, as if they can never be separated. As they walked on, Huo yunxun introduced Gu Yaoyao. 
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Gu Yaoyao clenched Huo yunxun's hand, and the more forward she went, the more nervous she felt. 

Huo yunxun said again don't be nervous, but he just can't help being nervous. 

"Is it coming?" 

"That's the one in front." 

Gu Yaoyao looks forward, there is not much distance. She took a few deep breaths and then asked Huo 

yunxun. "Don't you have any makeup on your face?" 

"No, it's good." Huo yunxun replied. 

After a burst of horn sound, two people a look back to see Huo yunnuan, looking at a red sports car 

came. 

"Brother and sister-in-law, how did you walk?" 

Huo yunnuan lowered the window and just looked at two figures from afar. Walking in the sunset like 

this, the picture is really moving. She slowed down all the way and even took photos to send them to my 

dear mother. 

"Just want to walk." 

Huo yunnuan showed a touch of disdain, which really did not have the level. But seeing his brother 

change a lot, Huo yunnuan is also gratified! If it had been for the past, he would not have been willing to 

do so. 

"This water fruit basket looks so heavy, would you like to put it in my car?" 

"No, I'll be there soon." Huo yunxun refused. 

Huo yunnuan rolled his eyes, preferring to walk with heavy objects instead of convenience. What a fast 

man! 

"Then I'll go home and wait for you. In case my mother has been waiting and she hasn't seen anyone 

Finish saying, Huo yunnuan stepped on the accelerator, the car wheezing disappeared. 

Gu Yaoyao asked in a low voice. "Did mom and dad wait for us for a long time?" 

"It's OK." 

"Let's go quickly." 

Huo yunxun shakes his head at Gu Yaoyao. "Slow down and let them wait for a while." 

"It's not good." Gu Yaoyao felt sorry. "Ah hoon, you know my situation. My mom left when I was very 

young, and my dad didn't care about me at all. That's why I'm nervous. I don't know if my parents will 

like me. I don't know if I'm doing well. " 

Huo yunxun stopped and listened to Gu Yaoyao's words, with heartache and pity in his eyes. 

"Yao Yao, you are no longer alone. You have me and family. We'll all be nice to you! " 



Gu Yaoyao looks at Huo yunxun with a moving face. The Huo yunxun she knows is totally different from 

that in the rumor. 

"Well, I'll be nice to mom and Dad, too!" 

When the two people appeared at the door of the villa, Qiao Wei and Huo yunnuan stood at the door 

waiting, just like meeting the distinguished guests. 

"Mom Huo yunxun called. 

Gu Yaoyao looks at the well maintained woman in front of her. As expected, the whole family is of high 

beauty. She quickly followed. "Mom!" 

"Good!" Jovi nodded excitedly. "Come on, come in!" 

Seeing Qiao Wei coming, Gu Yaoyao finds that Huo yunxun looks more like Qiao Wei, and the color of 

their eyes is the same. All the previous tension disappeared after seeing Qiao Wei. 

Qiao Wei treats people very kindly, and has no sense of distance! 

When Qiao Wei saw Gu Yaoyao, her eyes also looked at her from head to foot. I used to look at photos, 

but now I look at real people. I feel different! 

Gu Yaoyao in the photo is very beautiful, but it is smaller than that in the photo. Just looking at it like 

this, she actually felt that her son had the feeling of eating tender grass. 

Huo yunxun is actually several years older than Gu Yaoyao. But seeing the picture in front of her, she 

doesn't want to belittle her son, but she can't help it. Gu Yao Yao gives people a kind of beautiful, young, 

full of vigor. 

Looking at Qiao Wei tightly holding his hand, the feeling is like the impression of the mother. 

"Yao Yao, don't be restrained. This is your home, too. " Qiao Wei pulls Gu Yaoyao into the door, 

completely ignoring his son and daughter. 

"OK." Gu Yaoyao was thus pulled into the house by Qiao Wei. 

Huo yunnuan, who was still standing at the door, complained immediately. "Look! The new man laughs, 

but the old man cries 

Huo yunxun crossed Huo yunnuan and walked into the room. He felt that his hands were suddenly 

empty and he was not used to it. 

Qiao Wei takes Gu Yaoyao to visit his home. He introduces him while walking. Of course, Huo yunxun's 

childhood is indispensable. 

"Yao Yao, we have lived in this house for more than 30 years. Although it's a bit old-fashioned, I'm just 

nostalgic, and I'm used to living here. So you don't mind. " 

"Mom, I feel good!" Gu Yaoyao replied quickly. 

"Good boy." Qiao Wei is very satisfied with Gu Yaoyao's answer. 



Huo yunxun watched Qiao Wei take Gu Yaoyao upstairs. He put the fruit basket down and went into the 

kitchen to help Huo Dongyang.Huo Dongyang saw his son come in, with a smile on his face, "not to 

accompany his wife?" 

"Mom kept pulling." 

"What? That's the point? " Huo Dongyang does not allow anyone to say that Qiao Wei is not. 

Huo yunxun has long been used to, "how dare you!" 

"The rest of you, I'll go out and have a rest." 

Huo yunxun looked at the things in front of him, and his hand was really good! Is the rest all your own? 

From this point of view, all the dishes have to be cooked by ourselves. 

Huo yunnuan leaned against the door of the kitchen, biting at the apple and saying to Huo yunxun, 

"brother, how can you be so obedient?" 

"Or you will come?" 

"I don't want it." Huo yunnuan refused to accept. "I can't cook. I won't give you any more trouble. " 

"Ji Haonan of your family doesn't cook. What will you do after that?" 

"You can have a cook at home." Huo yunnuan replied naturally. She doesn't want to do laundry and 

cooking. 

Huo yunxun did not express any opinion, just said a light. "But a hand-made meal must taste better than 

any cook." 

Huo yunnuan took a bite of the apple and silently thought of Huo yunxun's words. After a while, she 

walked away quietly. 

In the living room. 

Huo Dongyang is making tea and sees his daughter coming. 

"How can you look out of your wits?" 

"Nothing." Huo yunnuan is still thinking about what Huo yunxun said just now. 

Huo Dongyang stopped the action in his hand, "Ji Haonan that boy is on a business trip recently?" 

"Well, a lot of running around." 

Huo Dongyang continued to make tea and looked at the tea set in front of him, but his words were: "if 

you don't think it's suitable, you should make it clear as soon as possible. It's not a way to continue to 

drag on like this." 

Huo yunnuan just laughed, "Dad, I know what I'm doing!" 

"Don't carry anything by yourself. I can still support you when you come home!" Huo Dongyang said. 



Huo yunnuan has a satisfied smile on his face. "My father is good to me! Unlike mom, I'm forgotten 

when I have a daughter-in-law! " 

"Who are you talking about?" Qiao Wei pulls Gu Yaoyao downstairs, just heard such a sentence. 

Gu Yaoyao immediately made a 90 degree bow to Huo Dongyang. "Dad 

Chapter 657 

Huo Dongyang saw it and immediately opened his mouth. 

"Don't be so polite. Sit down and talk." 

Qiao Wei took Gu Yaoyao to sit down and said warmly, "come on, have a cup of tea first." 

Gu Yaoyao smelled a fresh smell of jasmine and looked at the teacup that had been put in front of her. 

The teacup is so chic that it looks like it was specially made. There are flower patterns in the cup. The tea 

and the flowers in the cup complement each other. They are very nice to match. 

"Try this jasmine tea." 

"OK, thank you, Dad!" Gu Yaoyao picked up her tea cup and sipped it gently. 

The taste of jasmine is not very strong. It can be said that it is just well soaked, and after that, it will be 

sweet. 

"How about it?" 

Gu Yaoyao nods. "Good! It's a pity that I don't know much about tea. " 

"It doesn't matter. People of our age like to drink tea. Young people should like popular things. " Qiao 

Wei said with a smile that she was very satisfied with Gu Yaoyao. 

Young, not careless about housework. Polite and sincere to people, and not delicate, quick to do things. 

Just upstairs, I helped myself to tidy up my clothes. 

Just in this way, Qiao Wei is very satisfied with this daughter-in-law. This time the son did not find the 

wrong person. 

Huo Dongyang sits on the opposite side of the table, taking all his wife's expressions and movements 

into his eyes. Seeing the smile on her face, he knows that she is very satisfied with Gu Yaoyao. Huo 

Dongyang is also observing Gu Yaoyao secretly. 

There are still some differences between real people and photos, but in general, the appearance is good. 

There is no problem in dealing with people, but people still seem nervous. 

This is understandable! There are a lot of rumors about the Huo family from the outside world. Listening 

to them, we will feel that the Huo family has a lot of secrets. The Huo family is not easy to get along 

with. 

But it can be seen from Gu Yaoyao that she is slowly adapting. Huo Dongyang naturally will not say that 

this is the son's business. They feel good about themselves. 
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Just out of the kitchen, I saw the fruit basket on the table. Listening to Huo yunnuan, Gu Yaoyao went to 

pick it up in person. Although not a valuable gift, but there is a heart in. 

Gu Yaoyao had been getting used to it, but when she faced Huo Dongyang, she was still nervous. She 

knew that Huo Dongyang had been observing herself. 

She had no idea whether she could satisfy him or not. 

If Huo yunxun doesn't smile, Huo Dongyang is very similar, especially in his eyes. However, Gu Yaoyao 

thinks that Huo Dongyang's blue gray eyes are more oppressive. Fortunately, Huo yunxun is not like him. 

Huo yunxun's eye color and Qiao Wei are the same, so the sharp return sharp, but not to let people 

have such a strong sense of oppression. 

This family's genes are too strong! Huo Yun's warm eyes are the same color as Huo Dongyang, but her 

eyes are not sharp, but give people a sense of mystery, because people want to explore. 

In contrast, compared with the four members of this family, they are obviously inferior! 

"What's the matter?" Qiao Wei sees Gu Yaoyao's mood suddenly low. 

Gu Yaoyao quickly shakes her head. "It's OK. It's just that dad and mom, as well as ah Xun and Xiao 

Nuan, have a good look!" 

"You're not bad either!" Said Joe, smiling. 

At this time, Huo yunxun came out of the kitchen wearing an apron. Seeing that Gu Yaoyao gets along 

well with her family, she is relieved. 

"Dad, what are you going to do with this fish?" 

Gu Yaoyao looks at Huo yunxun dressed like this with a smile on her face. 

"What do you like to eat? Steamed, braised or fried 

"Dad, I'm not picky! Anything. " Gu Yaoyao replied quickly. 

Qiao Wei is more satisfied, her hands holding Gu Yaoyao's hand. "That's good! It's not easy to serve 

when it's small. It's very picky. " 

"Mom, do you talk like that? When my sister-in-law insults me, I don't want image? " 

Gu Yaoyao smiles. It's a good family atmosphere. Think of once home care, is really incomparable. The 

Huo family is big, and the family is so easy to get along with. And Gu family is such a small company, 

everyone wants property. 

Huo yunxun catches the loss in Gu Yaoyao's eyes. He goes to Gu Yaoyao and touches her head. 

"Not used to it yet?" 

"No Gu Yaoyao shook her head. 

Huo yunxun is very clear that she must have thought of some unhappy things just now, otherwise she 

would not show such eyes. Now he has only one idea to erase all the bad memories of Gu Yaoyao. 



"Brother, you'd better hurry to stir fry. My sister-in-law must be hungry too!" 

Huo yunxun took a look at Huo yunnuan and then said to Gu Yaoyao. "It will be ready soon." 

Gu Yaoyao is more like staying with Huo yunxun, so that she can at least relax. "I'll help you." 

"Sister in law, you can't break the rules of our family."Qiao Wei immediately gave Huo Dongyang a look, 

"Dong Yang, you go to help. Yao and Yao are hungry 

"OK, I'll go." Huo Dongyang stood up and went into the kitchen with Huo yunxun. 

After a while, the kitchen wafted out a gust of fragrance, Gu Yaoyao's stomach really began to drum. She 

was embarrassed to cover her stomach to avoid being heard. 

"Yao Yao, next time you come, my mother will make your father prepare meals for you in advance, and 

won't let you wait!" Qiao Wei found Gu Yaoyao's stomach was crying. 

"This time, I forced Xiao Xun to take you home for dinner. But I'm not sure if you really come back, so I 

didn't prepare in advance. I heard that you started at the fruit shop at the gate of the community. " 

"It doesn't matter. I can go hungry. " Gu Yaoyao replied. In the past, there was a day without a meal. So 

these are nothing! 

"You can't be hungry, you should cherish your body!" 

"Yes." Gu Yaoyao nods. 

After Huo Dongyang and Huo yunxun were busy for a while, a table of food was on the table. It's very 

appetizing to see such a delicious meal. 

Gu Yaoyao saw that her bowl was full of vegetables. She didn't know what to eat? 

"Eat more." Qiao Wei did not forget to explain. 

"Good." Gu Yaoyao nods. 

Huo yunxun saw Gu Yaoyao's problem and directly put some dishes into his own bowl from her bowl. In 

this way, Gu Yao Yao will not be unable to start. 

Gu Yaoyao blinked at Huo yunxun with a smile in her eyes. She was saying thanks to him. 

Qiao Wei looked at all the small movements and eyes in their eyes, and the more they looked, the more 

satisfied they were. This is the right way to get along with husband and wife, but also with the 

sweetness of new marriage. 

Huo yunxun would not have done this before. When he and Li Mengyao were together, they all ate their 

own food. Because of Li Mengyao's identity, she has a lot of requirements for food. 

When you eat at home, you should also bring your own dishes and chopsticks. Each food should be 

checked several times before eating. In this way, everyone's appetite is gone. 

But it's best for a family to have a good time. 

Chapter 658 
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After dinner, Gu Yaoyao insisted on doing the dishes. 

So Qiao Wei didn't force him to go with her. Of course, Huo yunxun accompanied his wife all the way. 

Qiao Wei is satisfied with such a daughter-in-law, and everyone is a kind of person. There will be no 

generation gap in life! 

"Mom, are you satisfied today?" Huo yunnuan shrinks on the sofa while eating fruit and watching TV. 

"Satisfied!" Joe nodded. 

Huo Dongyang poured a cup of tea for Qiao Wei. "Only if you are satisfied." 

"Dongyang, what do you think?" 

"If you feel good." Huo Dongyang always listens to Qiao Wei. 

Qiao Wei has a bright smile on his face, and the big stone in his heart finally falls to the ground. It's more 

important than anything to have a son. 

Huo yunnuan is constantly changing channels with the remote control. He turns to a variety channel and 

happens to be broadcasting entertainment news. 

"Just look at this." Qiao Wei let Huo yunnuan stop. 

"It's not that you didn't like the news before." Huo yunnuan asked. 

"That was before. Now I want to pay more attention." Qiao Wei just loves me and loves me. Gu Yaoyao 

is an entertainer in the entertainment industry, so she will definitely support the show. 

Just then, the news is broadcasting the latest entertainment news. 

"Xia Yunzhe's new play is confirmed! Join hands with Lu Yichuan to start a new journey. The female 

owner is suspected to be Gu Yaoyao, who had an affair with Xia Yunzhe 

Qiao Wei saw the news like this, and his smile disappeared. So it's related to Xia Yunzhe again. 

"Is this true or false?" 

Huo yunnuan nods. "Really! I've heard about it. Lu Yichuan has fallen in love with his sister-in-law and 

signed the contract today! I didn't expect the news to come out so soon. Before I asked Xia Yunzhe, he 

told me that he didn't sign the contract. " 

Joe frowned slightly. "Yunzhe, that boy won't rob your brother, will he?" 

"Who knows. Now that kid is watching the show, he really can't tell whether it's true or not. " 

Huo yunxun and Gu Yaoyao come out after washing the dishes. They are talking about Xia Yunzhe and 

Gu Yaoyao vividly on TV. 

This makes Gu Yaoyao feel embarrassed. If she can, she really wants to find a hole in the ground. What 

an embarrassing picture, in front of my mother-in-law's family, listening to the entertainment news and 

talking about myself and another man. 



Huo yunxun clenched Gu Yaoyao's hand, "we go back first. Yao Yao still has work tomorrow. " 

"Well, be careful on the way." Huo Dongyang spoke first. 

Qiao Wei then reacted and knew that the situation just now was embarrassing for Gu Yaoyao to come to 

tie. 

"Yao Yao, go home for dinner when you are free." 

"OK." 

Looking at the back of Huo yunxun leading Gu Yaoyao away, Qiao said to Huo Dongyang in a low voice: 

"Yunzhe boy, I must go to find out. I don't want to give up my daughter-in-law to their family. " 

"I'll take care of it." 

Huo Dongyang thinks that it should not be so clever. At the beginning, the relationship between him and 

Yun Yiyan is also complex. This situation should not happen to the children again. 

"If you can't, I'll find Yun Yiyan and Su Moli myself." 

"Don't be impatient." Huo Dongyang presses Qiao Wei. 

"I don't care. Xiao Xun likes Yao Yao so much. Why should they rob them. I don't agree! " 

Huo yunnuan can't look down. "Don't get excited, mom! My brother and sister-in-law have marriage 

certificates! That's a big guarantee. " 

"Well!" Qiao Wei nods, fortunately has the marriage certificate. 

In the car. 

Gu Yaoyao occasionally secretly looks at Huo yunxun, some worried that he is not happy. 

"If you keep looking at me, I can't control it." 

Gu Yaoyao blushed and turned her head. "Are you not unhappy?" 

"Why am I not happy?" 

"It's about Xia Yunzhe and me." 

Huo yunxun stopped at the red light. I just want to make it clear. "What will you and Xia Yunzhe do?" 

"Of course not! We are the relationship between the older generation and the younger generation, and 

also a cooperative relationship. " 

"Since you're carrying Qing, what else do I worry about?" Huo yunxun asked. 

Gu Yaoyao is a little bit lost. The emotional drama must be indispensable for the filming of this drama. If 

the emotional drama has such a kiss, it is also necessary. These, if Huo yunxun does not mind, then it 

shows that in his heart, he is not so important. 

But Huo yunxun was slapped in the face soon after! 



Looking at Xia Yunzhe and Gu Yaoyao holding each other in the play, he is so jealous that he is crazy! 

And in the days to come, Gu Yaoyao and Xia Yunzhe spend more time together than his real husband. 

In addition to filming, they are on the show together, almost inseparable! 

The next day. 

Gu Yaoyao and Xia Yunzhe filmed the variety show Let's go together! 》A poster for the campaign. 

Seeing each other again, Gu Yaoyao is worried. Because of his relationship with Huo yunxun, Gu Yaoyao 

couldn't let go of the shooting at the beginning."Yao Yao, are you worried?" Xia Yunzhe saw that he took 

the initiative to talk to Gu Yaoyao. 

Gu Yaoyao did not dare to tell the truth, but whispered, "I'm worried about your fans." 

"What's to worry about?" Xia Yunzhe replied. "Fans who really like me will not attack you, but will treat 

you! Other troublemakers, whatever they do. Are we not working because of them? " 

Gu Yaoyao felt that Xia Yunzhe's words were reasonable and her mood was much better. She 

immediately adjusted her mood. 

"Come on, finish it. I'm going to an award ceremony later. " 

"Good!" 

The feeling of coming out this time is much better than that just now. The two people cooperate very 

well and their expression is natural. Almost no need to modify the drawing, just add some background 

image can be completed. 

The photos were published directly on Weibo that afternoon, and Xia Yunzhe and Gu Yaoyao were also 

the first official publicity combination of the program. The official microblog is also soliciting the names 

of the two. 

Xia Yunzhe and Gu Yaoyao's publicity photos come out, young and beautiful, men and women! And two 

hands holding hands, CP feeling explosion! In an instant, a large group of CP powder emerged, seeking 

together one after another! 

Of course, there is also a bad voice here. Some of Xia Yunzhe's brain damaged powder and his 

girlfriend's powder once again attacked Gu Yaoyao. This time, it was even worse than the last time! Even 

the 18 generations of ancestors and organs have been used. 

Huo yunxun frowned at such a bad comment and his wife being attacked like this, but he couldn't do 

anything! 

Looking at the publicity photos of Gu Yaoyao and Xia Yunzhe again, his face was gloomy. I have to say, 

they really deserve it! 

Huo yunxun knew that all these were Gu Yaoyao's jobs, and he asked himself not to mind, but he just 

felt that his heart was uncomfortable. Looking at the smile on Xia Yunzhe's face and seeing their hands 

holding each other 

The poster also has such a copy: "I will protect you, don't worry, follow me!" 



"Young master, Xia Er Shao just sent a micro blog to speak for his wife." 

Huo yunxun put down his mobile phone, "what did he say?" 

Chapter 659 

Huoyunxun took a Jin mobile phone, and soon saw the latest update of xiayunzhe Weibo. 

"No more attacks on guyaoyao!" A simple and clear sentence, this words with a protective tone! 

Xia also personally replied to some fans' comments for the first time, thanks for supporting his fans. 

More astonishing is xiayunzhe personally next hand tear black powder, even their ID all hang out! 

One of the most aggressive comments is: "Gu Yao Yao is now covered by me. Who can't go with her, I 

can't live with Xia Yunzhe! " 

Some of the girlfriends continued to attack. "Gu Yao Yao is ugly!" 

Xia Yunzhe replied directly. "In my eyes, she is the most beautiful!" 

Xiayunzhe this wave of maintenance in the Internet also set off a great wave. Many people who eat 

melons say that xiayunzhe is just going out for Gu Yao Yao. I have never seen him speak for a woman in 

such a public way before. A good boyfriend has a wooden hand! 

So the news about xiayunzhe and guyaoyao seems to have got the stone hammer at this time! Two 

people must be together, otherwise, Xia Yunzhe will not be like this, the tone of speech is to protect 

their girlfriend. 

Black powder continues to scold xiayunzhe directly on Weibo. "You don't have the support of our fans, 

you will soon roll out of the altar! Is it worth it for such an ugly woman! " 

"It's my business, and you don't need your attention!" 

"Xia Yunzhe, did you get the ugly woman down? It's really toxic! " 

"I'm good with Yao Yao!" 

"You don't worry about the fans' large amount of powder removal?" 

"It's really my fans, I will definitely support my decision and give me the greatest encouragement 

silently! What are you high-level black shouting here! To take off powder and turn left, thank you! " 

After that, Xia closed the comments. 

Then immediately sent a micro blog. "Fans' behavior idol pays! I apologize to Yao Yao fans here! Next I 

will tell you about the malicious black yourself and Yao's keyboard man and the black powder! " 

In a short time of ten minutes, Xia Yunzhe took the lead in the search for her girlfriend. Hot search list 

about xiayunzhe and guyaoyao hot search on several, can see how popular! 

After Xia Yunzhe this time, many fans also slowly quiet down! 

But the heroine of this event is shooting the makeup picture of the new play, and I don't know what 

happened on the Internet! 
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These two days, she listened to huoyunxun's words not to read the news online, and work in peace. If it 

had happened before, she would have been afraid! But now there is huoyunxun in, she is not afraid of a 

bit! 

Just after Gu Yao Yao finished shooting, many staff members laughed and congratulated Gu Yao, and 

even said that they were very worthy of each other! 

Gu Yao Yao is a fog. What does this mean? She walked out of the studio and immediately pulled zennie's 

hand and said, "what's wrong with it?"? Why everyone looks at themselves is smiling, a strong 

congratulations. 

Zeng Ni handed her cell phone to guyaoyao and asked her to see it by herself. 

Gu Yao Yao eyes round, looking at the news online, she is now a hundred words! Xia Yunzhe is hurting 

himself! 

"How can Xia Yunzhe do this!" Gu Yao Yao is very confused. 

Zeng Ni reached out and patted Gu Yao Yao on the shoulder, comforting and saying, "those people on 

the Internet really scold too hard! Xiayunzhe's microblog has been paralyzed for several times, so I guess 

he just came out and spoke like this. Don't you think that's a man? If you have nothing, I think Xia 

Yunzhe is your first choice! " 

Gu Yao Yao no longer listen to Zeng Ni's words, pick up his mobile phone to call huoyunxun. 

"It's done?" Huoyunxun came with the magnetic voice. 

"Well, it's just over. That Internet... " 

"Yunzhe is not wrong in handling this." Huoyunxun's tone was flat and could not hear any 

dissatisfaction. 

Gu Yaoyao gave a little relief, he was not angry just good! 

"Yao Yao." 

"Well!" Gu Yao Yao should have a voice, waiting for huoyunxun's next words. 

But in a moment, both people were silent, and suddenly the silence seemed awkward. 

"It's OK. You're busy!" 

"Oh." Gu Yao Yao is a little lost. 

Gu Yaoyao looks at his mobile phone and is dazed. He only has one word. He thinks he will be angry or 

ask more. It turned out to be nothing. 

Zeng Ni went to guyaoyao's side. "What? Angry? " 

"No." Gu Yao Yao replied. 

That afternoon, xiayunzhe finished the TV station program recording, was surrounded by a group of 

reporters in the TV station door. 



"Cloud Zhe, can you tell me about this?" 

Xia Yunzhe was not very good at all. He was impatient. The eyes under the sunglasses are even more 

discontent. 

"Yunzhe, do you maintain guyaoyao in this way because you are already together?" 

Facing the reporter question, xiayunzhe never said a word, while the big macro and security guard are 

opening up for xiayunzhe."Let go!" 

"Just say a few words." 

Xia Yunzhe stops and looks at one of the cameras. 

"If you have friends and family members who are scolded like this, you can remain indifferent? I'm sorry 

I'm not that kind of person! I believe my fans will not be so despicable that they scold their ancestors for 

18 generations and even curse them! This is a serious matter for me 

"This is the first time you have publicly defended a female artist in this way. The same thing happened 

before, and you didn't come out to talk. How come this time... " 

"I was too indulgent in these people before, and I sincerely apologize to the previous few here! I'm 

sorry, it's all because of me that you have to bear this. " 

"Yunzhe, is there a high voice for you and Gu Yaoyao on the Internet now? Are you together 

"We'll film together every day after that!" Xia Yunzhe replied. 

"Is Gu Yaoyao very happy when you maintain it publicly on Weibo like this?" 

Xia Yunzhe pushed the sunglasses. "She didn't know. This is what I want to do myself. " 

With that, Xia Yunzhe continued to walk forward. As he was getting ready to get on the bus, he heard 

someone shouting behind him. 

"Yunzhe, do you like Gu Yaoyao very much?" 

Xia Yunzhe looked back, his mouth showed a perfect smile, "like it!" 

With that, Xia Yunzhe got on the car and slammed the door. The car is also slowly out of sight. 

A few minutes later, there was another hot discussion on the Internet. Almost all the titles are: 

"Xia Yunzhe loves Gu Yaoyao!" 

"Xia Yunzhe admits that he likes Gu Yaoyao!" 

"Xia Yunzhe and Gu Yaoyao CP come true 

One's face turned dark after reading the reports. Ah Jin stood aside and did not dare to speak. 

After a long time, Huo yunxun was finally willing to put down his mobile phone and asked, "is Yao Yao's 

work finished?" 

Chapter 660 
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A Jin is helpless. Now Gu Yaoyao's itinerary is also divided into his own scope of work? 

"I'll ask zenny right away." 

A Jin reply to let Huo yunxun frown, he just looked at one eye and then looked down at the mobile 

phone. 

When ah Jin was about to leave the office, Huo yunxun really ordered: "let zenny give you a copy of Yao 

Yao's itinerary in the future." 

"Yes 

Gu Yunzhe and the director did not attend the meeting after the drama was finished. But his assistant 

was there to listen. 

Gu Yaoyao carefully looked at the script in her hand, several thick copies. Suddenly feel pressure, the 

first time to see their own scripts so much, and it is the first time to do a leading role, this pressure can 

be imagined. 

"Yao Yao, do you have any questions?" 

"I'll try." Gu Yaoyao replied. "Please give us more guidance." 

The screenwriter laughed, "the relationship between you and Xia Yunzhe is very important, so you 

should cultivate more tacit understanding." 

"Where does this need to be cultivated? The relationship between them is good! " The producer 

couldn't help joking. 

"There are many abusive parts in this drama. I just worried that the two people were too sweet, so I 

raised a wake-up call." The writer replied. 

Gu Yaoyao looks embarrassed and wants to explain, but all of them are big people and dare not offend 

them. What's more, Xia Yunzhe didn't show up at all. The rest is to face it alone! 

And now in everyone's eyes, Xia Yunzhe and Gu Yaoyao are a pair! 

Gu Yaoyao thinks of Huo yunxun and doesn't know why she thinks of him specially today. I wonder if 

he's still busy? 

After the meeting, Gu Yaoyao wanted to go home, but she was dragged to dinner by the director and his 

party. I can't push it off, so I have to go. 

Taking advantage of the gap in the bathroom, Gu Yaoyao called Huo yunxun. 𝗇𝐎𝐯𝖾𝑙𝔲𝓈𝑏.𝔠𝗈𝗆 

"So you're going to dinner?" 

Gu Yaoyao nods. "Well, it can't be pushed off." 

"What time does it end?" 

"Unknown." Gu Yaoyao went to dinner with the crew for the first time, so she had no experience. 

Huo yunxun was silent for a few seconds before he said a word. "Drink less wine." 



"I can't drink." Gu Yaoyao confesses that she really can't drink. 

"Give me zenny's number later." 

"Oh." Gu Yaoyao answered. 

Just when Gu Yaoyao thought Huo yunxun was going to hang up, he spoke. "Take care of yourself." 

"I see." 

Gu Yaoyao then sent Zeng Ni's mobile phone number to Huo yunxun, without much thought. 

Outside the bathroom, Zeng Ni just replied to a Jin, and then a strange number jumped onto the screen. 

Wondering if there would be a new job, she took it immediately. 

"Hello 

"I'm Huo yunxun." 

Five words are enough to make zenny stand upright. "Yes, Huo Shao!" 

"Take good care of Yao and Yao at night. She can't drink 

"Yes, I know." Zenny agreed at once. 

"Tell me before the dinner is over, and I'll pick her up." 

"OK." 

When Zeng Ni put down her mobile phone, Gu Yaoyao came out of the bathroom. But she was not very 

interested. "What's going on?" 

"Nothing." 

Gu Yaoyao's life is very good. Xia Yunzhe is in front of her, and she has such a good husband behind! This 

is the winner of life. 

A jingle. 

Zeng Ni opened the wechat and soon saw a transfer from a Jin. "Huo Shao's private service fee." 

Zenny saw several zeros and counted them. The service fee is 20000 yuan. This is not a small number. 

Huo Shao is Huo Shao. He is so open-minded. 

It's more than your salary! Now, I really want to do everything for Gu Yaoyao. 

At the dinner party, the man of the play finally appeared. He was wearing make-up and came from a 

certain program. 

When they saw Xia Yunzhe, all of them walked forward with interest and deliberately gave up time and 

space to him and Gu Yaoyao. 

"Coming!" Xia Yunzhe greets Gu Yaoyao generously. 

"Master." 



Xia Yunzhe was suddenly unhappy. "It's been said N times, so don't call it." 

"Xia Er Shao?" Gu Yaoyao asked in a low voice. 

"Just by name." Xia Yunzhe does not give up until he reaches his goal. 

Gu Yaoyao feels speechless. Xia Yunzhe is so childish in private, "Brother Yun zhe?" 

Xia Yunzhe frowned and reluctantly accepted the title. Who made himself two years older than her! This 

is a brother! 

"Come on, go in and eat." Xia Yunzhe turned and walked forward. 

Gu Yaoyao followed him, and deliberately slowed down, keeping a distance from Xia Yunzhe. Behind 

them, Dahong and zenny follow. It's really awkward to see them like this.When I come to the director 

and producer, I won't be able to see that their feelings are not good, right? 

Xia Yunzhe stopped and waited for Gu Yaoyao to catch up with her and took the initiative to hold her 

shoulder without saying a word. 

"This..." 

"Yao Yao, we are going to act as lovers next. If we are so talented, the director will have a problem." Xia 

Yunzhe said. 

Gu Yaoyao listened to this, and Xia Yunzhe was right. But there was still some rejection in her heart. 

"Yao Yao, now the whole world knows that I like you. If you keep your distance from me like this, how 

can you let me step down? Or do you want the fans to tear it up again? " 

"Of course not!" 

"I don't want to!" Xia Yunzhe replied. "Don't think so much about it. We are in the same boat now, with 

honor and disgrace together." 

Xia Yunzhe thinks that her heart is good! In any case, she and Xia Yunzhe are cooperative relations, just 

finish the work seriously. 

Xia Yunzhe saw that Gu Yaoyao was not so resistant, and the corners of his mouth rose. 

"Let's go! Don't let the big guys wait too long. " 

Seeing Xia Yunzhe walk into the private room with Gu Yaoyao in his arms, almost all the people present 

are clapping their hands. 

"Our hero and heroine are on the stage! It's a man and a woman. It's a perfect match. " 

To cope with these, Xia Yunzhe was very skillful. He said with a smile, "Yao Yao's face is thin, please let it 

go!" 

"Xia Er Shao is together. It's not shy. " 

Xia Yunzhe looked at Gu Yaoyao with a red face, shook his head and said, "not yet! So I hope you can 

support us more. " 



"No? Don't worry, we'll help you 

"Well, eat! I'm hungry. " Xia Yunzhe takes Gu Yaoyao and sits down. 

Gu Yaoyao was very passive in the whole process. But the only thing was that she didn't have to deal 

with those people, which made her feel better. 

Gu Yaoyao didn't drink. Xia Yunzhe or Zeng Ni stopped Gu Yaoyao from drinking. In the end, all the 

people coax Gu Yaoyao to have a drink, or they will not disperse. 

Looking at this situation, Gu Yaoyao can only hold up the glass. 

"Can you?" Xia Yunzhe asked in a low voice. 

"One, it should be OK." 

 


